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In recent years, research has been significantly directed towards the role of intestinal
microbiota in health and disease. Composed of various bacterial species, there is some
evidence that gut microbiota is bidirectionally linked with host immune system, well
balanced in healthy individuals and disrupted in case of dysbiosis. Microbial communities
are typically structured with local interactive bacterial organizations, called microbial
guilds that may influence the host system.

We designed an approach based on specific inference and clustering methods dedi-
cated to the modeling and analysis of microbial networks. The whole genome sequencing
techniques yield species abundances, which by their specific properties (heterogeneity, ex-
treme variability and high proportion of rare species), can be tricky to model, the network
becoming sparse and poorly reproducible. The consequence of microbial data complexity
is that we need to define adapted interaction measures. Conditional dependence relation-
ships provide a clear separation between indirect and direct effects, and therefore yield
sparse and easy to interpret networks when used as an interaction measure. Recently,
many methods have been designed for the inference of co-occurrence networks and these
methods rely on different mathematical concepts, making hard the selection of the most
suitable inference technique to the microbial data modelling. Here, we selected seven
inference techniques based on conditional dependency networks estimated using Gaussian
Graphical Models (GGM): Magma [CBW19], SpiecEasi [KMM+15], gCoda [FHZD17],
PLNetwork [CRM18], EMtree [MRA20], SPRING [YCG20] and ZiLN [PGB21]. In order
to produce a stable consensus network, we aggregated the edges found to counter-balance
each method’s estimation defaults. The graph built was then clustered with the following
three methods: CORE-clustering [CBB+21], ℓ1 spectral clustering [CCB+] and Stochastic
Block Model [AWF].

Running these methodologies on six similar microbial datasets and connecting guilds
with associated clinical variables lead to the detection of reliable microbial guilds. A care-
ful analysis of each guild allowed the identification of microbial species strongly involved
in healthy individuals.
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